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Abstract 
Our article constructs a model for the interpretation of the ideas of subtle and detail. What is the essence of subtlety? How does 
this relate to the detail? Is the subtle just an "aspect of detail" that escapes the untrained consciousness? Can we get the subtle to 
the surface of the consciousness only after training the attention and observation? We discuss this issue from the interpretative 
model of psychoanalytic philosophy point of view, especially from the Jungian abyssal psychology one. The conclusion focuses 
on the nature of subtlety as being updated form of an unconscious content. The subtle nature puts us in front of a real noticeable 
at a lower or upper apperception that we might have. By the existence of subtle content can actually be justified existence of 
possible transcendence.  
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An aesthetic or ontological problem? 
The main concept we are interested in this article is the subtle. It builds complex relations with a number of other 
concepts and appears in consciousness after some extremely heterogeneous events. Of all these subtle concepts with 
which the subtle forms a constellation, probably the detail is the closest one, so we will insist more on the 
association with it. 
We start from a problem: in what terms do we talk about the subtle, aesthetic or ontological ones? It seems to be 
a quality of extremely heterogeneous objects, but, at the same time, it has an independent nature. It’s true that the 
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latter aspect belongs to an etymological interpretation. The term leptos (λεπτός = what is small and of great finesse, 
subtle) originally refers to the weaver's shuttle that goes under the thread. Thus, the subtle would be a deep texture, 
the back of the work or that which is not seen but supports the visible work. In this case, it is synonymous with 
existence itself – something which gives support from outside. Instead, nowadays we think of subtle as being the 
quality of a thing. But not anything! We don’t say about a plant that it is subtle. We don’t say about an animal that it 
is subtle. We don’t say about an artificial object that it is subtle – the refrigerator presents no subtle elements, no 
matter how long we look at it. This quality is not suitable for abstract concepts, such as “courage”, for example. But, 
if we say a “subtle man”, we actually refer to a psychological dominant, a behavior. The man, in flesh and bones, is 
not subtle; he’s rather brutish. Also, we talk about a subtle sense – someone has a subtle smell or hearing. We can 
associate sight with subtlety. In this case, we mean that the person has a sense for detail. We therefore assume that 
this category begins from some ways of perceiving the world and becomes a quality or performance of an act of 
consciousness. To be subtle and to perceive subtle things means to have a sense for observation. This is a necessary 
condition to bring subtle into discussion. It cannot be sensed without sharpening the mind or senses, without 
straining the spirit of observation. In psychological terms, we say that a subtle phenomenon is perceived as such 
only when the attention takes a particular form and intensity. But, as we shall see, it doesn’t depend only on the 
attention-spirit of observation relationship. Hence, the subtle is presented both as a "shuttle", meaning something 
that underlies the phenomena, the manifestation of things, and this can only be observed if consciousness gets into a 
particular state, which is not the common one. Consciousness should be modified, placing it into another situation or 
key in order to see this thing. Then, the subtle represents also a quality, a form in which a phenomenon appears. 
Sometimes a manifestation gets new meanings only when a quality which is hidden from the ordinary sight emerges. 
The subtle and senses 
We say, therefore, that some senses are able to grasp the subtle. Others are less likely. A touch can be fine, but 
not subtle. Instead, a gesture can be, if it communicates something. But when we talk about the music of gestures – 
dance –, we talk about a delicacy or fine gestures. Taste is in a similar situation. The subtle of taste is something 
indefinite, remote and barely noticed. It’s rather a taste whose sense may not be immediately experienced, perceived 
as such. Instead, the fine taste is already a perception that exceeded a certain limit of qualitative intensity. Papillae 
are clearly excited. In a subtle taste, papillae appears to be in a state of action, but this doesn’t manifest with 
certitude, because it has to do with an imaginative support that enhances the perception, getting it beyond the limits 
imposed by nature. We don’t know if what we feel is due to a specific stimulus that triggers the chemical 
mechanisms of sensory cells or we enter an imaginative state in which a new taste appears, but without the support 
of an actual physical excitation. The area in which the papillae are trained for the perception of these subtle oligo-
elements is, of course, the gastronomy. And within it, the “heavyweight” category is the oenology. It is true that the 
sense of taste has to be assisted by olfaction, tact and visual (in this precise order). The collaboration of senses leads 
to a better perception of the fineness of flavours. It’s necessary for the oenologist to possess a synaesthetic sense 
(smell-taste) to practice the fineness or refinement of the perception of different flavors. What’s really important, in 
our view, is the role the material support (the wine) actually plays in the tasting process. In fact, whether it is a 
culinary tasting or a wine tasting, in both cases the pleasure the senses offer is doubled by the pleasure that comes 
from perceiving something else which comes from this aesthesis, from this fine aesthetics that is based on una cosa 
mentale. Let's see how things are in case of the wine tasting! 
The whole process of tasting the wine belongs to a certain aesthetic behavior: from the shape of the glass to the 
room temperature and the atmosphere in which this “performance” takes place, everything counts, and the slightest 
detail can be an essential element to the stimulation or the inhibition of attention, to the taster’s mood, which can 
decisively influence the correct labeling. These frames can only be traced or programmed only in general lines, 
because the right moment (kairos) cannot be determined solely by reason. Thus, it all begins with approach the wine 
to be tasted. The approach is done "from the distance", through smell. In this situation, four axes are determined: the 
intensity, the bouquet, the perfume type and the complexity. The glass brim must be discreetly bent toward the 
center to keep the liquid inside – a sort of delay – in order to be smelled as a whole. Its savours, its subtle taste come 
only from quantity, an almost homeopathic dosage. The “first nose” means approaching the wine, sniffing it from 
afar, without shaking the liquid, smelling it in the static state. From this we extract the information about the 
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climatic conditions in which the grapes ripened before being harvested. We therefore have warm scents, which 
already make us drunk, coming from the sunny South, or metallic and cold scents, that are specific to the North. 
Synesthesia is capable of identifying the immaculate white associated to the taste of the sea salty breeze, of “seeing” 
the mountains shadows or of feeling the chill of the mountain forests from a specific culture. The “second nose” 
comes into action when the wine “addresses” the taster: it swirls in the glass in order to oxygenate itself and to 
communicate something. Now it’s the moment when certain, well defined scents are detected: of oak, ash, jasmine 
etc. Then the glass is shaken vigorously to make the wine “speak”. Now it is sensed the experience the wine had, the 
contacts it had: a green scent (of cut hay – which is considered a defect ), vervain, mint, a dry scent of dry hay or 
tobacco , the smell of mushrooms, resins, dried fruit (plums, grapes), acid (lemons, oranges), fruit with kernel 
(coconut, apricot, almond) etc. Sometimes animals scent can be felt, scents that are associated to the life o the fruit 
that was turned into wine. In any case, the role of this support is only to carry the meanings that overlap sensations. 
Therefore, subtlety means to identify the meanings which are carried by the olfactory or gustative presence. Finally, 
the gustative exam is structured in three levels: the attack, which captures the oily or the effervescent taste; the 
evolution, in which the overall taste, meaning the identity of wine, is perceived; the finale or the amplitude, which 
means enjoying the persistence of taste over time, the atmosphere of taste. Tasters take in with the fluid a little air, in 
order to make the flavors burst into the mouth – the wine is tasted and smelled at the same time, through a retro-
olfaction. 
All this mechanism helps the transition from the evidence to the non-evidence. It is an attempt to break a sensory 
barrier through senses. Through olfaction and tasting, in association with the tact (the tongue becomes an organ that 
feels the touch in a very fine and subtle way), we want to put aside what manifests directly and make contact with 
the matter deeper structure. We are not looking for the outer texture, but for the shuttle and the hidden threads that 
create reality. For this, the senses we talked about are practiced near the limit of perception. We try to go beyond the 
lower/higher limits of those senses. As there is a physiological limit imposed by nature, we try to see reality from 
the “edge” of those senses, by combining them or increasing our attention, which comes as a helpful psychological 
process. 
If we're talking about hearing or sight as “superior” senses, intellectualized to some extent, then things get even 
more interesting. We talk about a fine hearing and subtle sounds. When we listen to a symphony for the twentieth 
time, at some point we hear the sound of a cello which we ignored before or couldn’t grasp from the sea of sounds, 
and this sound provides something indescribable that gives us a new, enlightening meaning and a matching 
experience – a key to the sensitivity of that symphony. It’s a detail that comes to the surface. And it's a subtle sound 
that gives a new tone to the whole, which is now understood totally different than before. In the case of musical 
sonority, we talk about sounds or fragments-parts that are of a particular subtlety, changing the perspective on the 
whole. The part which holds inside the whole. In the case of sight, things seem a bit different. We do not talk about 
a particular part that contains subtle elements. We rather talk about a detail. An image is subtle only as a whole. The 
whole supports the parts. Somewhere, in the texture of the whole, something really subtle hides, something that is 
equally divided into parts. To notice a detail doesn’t necessarily bring an extra subtlety. Instead, to identify that 
subtle element means to examine the image in detail. Let's take an example: that of the tunic buttons and the Fra 
Angelico’s Annonciation. D. Arasse (1996: 27) mentions the acid reaction against the academic painting of 
Baudelaire, who could perfectly calculate combien il y a de boutons dans chaque uniforme. There is a horror of the 
detail, taken to the extreme, indeed: for example, a soldier in the distance has clearly visible buttons. Here we talk 
about the detail that brings confusion and ruins the whole. The academicians’ desire to reproduce certain details, for 
example those military buttons, becomes a sort of a caricature of Jan van Eyck’s elaborate art, whose paintings, even 
looked at through the magnifying glass, still reproduce reality. The new atmosphere opposes the elaborate pedantry. 
If we refer to Turner, who became a forerunner of Impressionism, we are in the omission of detail area. But why is 
this so? Is elimination of details the elimination of subtle? Not at all. On the contrary, would the impressionists say. 
These two notions are even in inverse ratio of proportionality. The impressionism, or if we refer only to the romantic 
Turner, is based on the exactly subtlety that comes from the lack of detail. The detail is not associated with the 
subtle, does not condition it. By contrary, its absence makes it clear. Norham castle on the Tweed (1835-1840) 
seams to oppose every detail. The image „speaks” about a mist, about a hiding of something, in which we only 
guess some meanings. But just this guessing which is a mind-imaginary construction means that we reached a subtle 
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thing. Fra Angelico, into one of his Annonciation (1433-1434), introduces the dialogue, written, between the Gabriel 
Archangel and Virgin Mary. Seen by a certain distance, this written discourse, that comes out like bubbles in 
cartoons, from the speaker’s mouths, is unreadable. The text is there, but is not to be read. Then, why is it written? 
Furthermore, why it is written in the mirror? Namely, Gabriel says: Spiritul Sanctus superveniert in te et virtus 
Altissimi obumbrabit tibi1 - the writing is linear, passing over the column that separates (in forefront) the two 
speakers. Mary’s answer is written upside down, readable only if we turn the painting 180 degrees and furthermore, 
cut off. The answer is: Ecce ancilla Domini. Fiat mihi secundum Verbum tuum2. From the biblical text, fiat mihi 
secundum does not appear written, because the same column, over which the words of the angel pass, this time 
covers those words because they would “pass” behind the column. Or, much more interesting, in fact, the column 
takes the place of fiat mihi secundum. It is known that Jesus is symbolized also by a column, by a pillar of support. 
Columna est divinitas Christi. Undoubtedly, we have here a painting detail that leads us to many interpretations. So, 
we speak about a subtlety of the image which depict us the dialogue between the Angel and the Virgin. Inside the 
image are inserted words, written discourse! But the subtle link comes just from this double binder, seen in the 
mirror and twisted. The word holds together the whole scene – text that is observed only by those who pay attention, 
those who are capable to transform this detail “something is written into the image” in the subtlety that bears the 
detail: “the meaning of the dialogue, in which some words are replaced by meaning-images, that send us to a cluster 
of meanings that put the interpreter in a meditative state”. But how exactly do we understand the relation between 
the detail and the subtle? We have to change the perspective. Our senses keep us in an irrational, ineffable sphere 
that determines us to admire more the esthetical/ecstatically effects of the subtle and detail. Therefore, we go to the 
rational direction.  
Subtle and cognition 
The mind is the royal path through which subtle is observed. Actually, if we follow the sensitive forms clothed by 
subtleness, in reality we see that they are sustained and perfected as such only under the effect of a cognitive 
process. Fra Angelico’s picture, about which we previously discussed, presents only a sensible support for a subtle 
idea. But how do we discern this subtle from detail? Which might be the main criteria that settles everything on their 
path? Detail represents a hidden nuance in the object’s real order. The subtle represents a semantic nuance in the 
object’s existent-transcendent order. It seems that if we approach the subject frontally there is the possibility to go 
round in circles and not to perceive in reality the differences between the two notions. We propose to change the 
perspective a little bit, without alienating from the subject. It is about the adoption of an observation method which 
is specific to a science. We will thus proceed like in astronomy – the popular astronomy, the one that works only 
with “the naked eye”. In order to observe a star which has a diminished luminosity, it is recommended to look at it a 
little askew, near it, in order to see it better, and not directly at it. For this matter we try to adopt this proceeding in 
other notions’ case. We look for entities seem all the more known and which are in the immediate vicinity of these 
„stars” – subtle and detail. What are we really looking for? First of all we must orient our look towards an element 
which is loaded with a certain sense. But this sense mustn’t be directly linguistic, under the words form. There is a 
subtlety of certain speeches, of course, there are details which have esthetic or other nature effects present in texts, 
but these are the particular effects of some things which doesn’t belong mainly to the semantic-linguistic strict 
space. How could we speak about a subtlety of details which appear in the sensorial data, as we have previously 
seen? We must find general entities that both speech (namely linguistic text) and the real-sensorial or rational 
objects to force us to consider them as being fundamental to both directions. We need structures which are endowed 
with a sense, which have a certain resonance in our spirit, which determine a certain behavior specific to psychic 
with which gets into contact. The effect is invariably a certain understanding which appears at the conscious level. 
In the history of philosophy, at Berkeley, they speak of a similar phenomenon: separation in a sensitive knowledge 
and a rational knowledge. The first one, which raises problems in epistemology after Kant, is the one which in 
 
 
1 The Holy Spirit will come upon you and the power of the Most High will overshadow you. 
2 I am the slave of the Lord. Thy will be done. 
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Berkeley’s eyes seems less a knowledge and more like a phenomenon. „Sensations are not cognitive signs of a 
transcendent object; they are arouse as such in the individual, with no other meditation, directly from divinity.” 
(Blaga 1993: 66) In this way sensations become „conscious phenomena”, according to Blaga’s formula, interpreting 
Berkeley’s philosophy. We go together with an analogy: compared to detail subtle is what symbol is for the sign. 
We define these last terms in metapsychic key, that is adopting a Jungian position. We do this because we see that 
subtle/detail are entities which belong both to a knowledge but, equally to some „conscience phenomena”, in 
Berkeley-Blaga sense. The point which remains the hard essence in this interpretation is the phenomenal dimension 
observed by conscience. This is why we try an approach of this aspect from a psychological perspective. In this way 
Jung defines sign as being an already known form – the cognitive process which circumscribes a knowledge which 
already was accomplished – it is a form which has a precise fixation in the system of knowledge. The symbol is a 
formulation of a psychic content relatively unknown which can be observed by conscience. Unlike sign, the symbol 
sends towards an incomplete sense, non-saturated from ration’s perspective. Symbol is the primary form which 
conscience generates when it confronts a phenomenon which surpasses the possibility of managing the situations by 
the intellect. In this way the detail plays the role of a sign which must be searched. If it wouldn’t be searched or 
„strike in the eye”, the detail would have no reason to address or to present an interest whatsoever for conscience. 
The detail sends to hiding something known which demands to be re-known. Subtle is in a similitude report with 
symbol in the measure in which this represents carving from known or apparently known of a new content, 
unknown. The knowing-unknowing dosage maintains equally at all times. Subtle is an operation with rest. A content 
which is labeled as being subtle is not re-known, but it is mostly built, it contains a new dimension. If we resume 
Berkeley’s assertion, then we observe in what manner the subtle associates easier with a sensitive knowledge than 
with a cognitive one. The sign is the basic element of pure cognition. Subtle plays an intermediary role. It is and in 
the same time it isn’t under cognition’s mastering. There is a sensed, guessed rest. Senses, from Blaga’s metaphysic 
perspective, are manifestations of divine/transcendent, which show themselves in the same time in a direct and … 
veiled manner. Subtle is represented by this attempt to touch the veiled side of obvious. What is more obvious than a 
sensation?! It is pure concrete. But thinking digs in everything. As such even pure evidence, pure real becomes an 
appearance which has its double (Rosset: 1976), as subtle form. Looking beyond appearances means placing 
yourself in the space of subtleness. Looking among appearances means to place yourself in the space of details. The 
ontology of hiding belongs to subtlety. There is no point to insist on the intermediary nature of subtle. It would mean 
to extend our research towards other directions which would find their solving in an ampler study. Kantian 
imagination, schematism, imaginary worlds, symbol are all forms of the interval at which subtle can add itself by all 
means.   
Conclusions 
Without superposing the two notions, subtle and detail encounter in four common points: - represents a bringing 
into conscience of a sense, either it is contained in a sensorial phenomenon or in a rational discourse; - it needs a 
“sharpening” of attention in order that a content circulated by a phenomenon to become present into conscience; - it 
focuses on a part of a whole in order to deduce a sense which is essential for the comprehension of this whole. From 
all these four points, the most important is the last one. This sketches the individuation of these notions. They 
describe an action which develops in fractal, in the very idea of an infinitely small part, which surpasses the limits of 
sensible and intelligible ridge. Here also begins the separation of notions. If detail is a carving from the sensorial 
invisible – we see what not too long ago we were not able to distinguish – subtle represents a carving off the 
invisible oh thinking – we think what not too long ago we were not able to think, it appear a new sense, even if 
unsaturated.  
Another interpretative bearing orients us towards the sources of detail and subtle. We speak about some kind of 
esthetic of knowledge for both notions, meaning that we have to consider also the dimension of comprehension 
which surpasses the limits of a purely cognitive process. Subtle orients us towards a supra-sensible and supra-
intelligential understanding. It sends us towards the appropriation of a sense which exits from the graphic of reality, 
towards transcendent. Moreover, it presents us an exploration of unconsciousness with the aid of a conscience which 
continuously sharpens and refines. Subtle represents an opened sense, a sense which still builds and defines in equal 
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report between a dimension of known and unknown. When we discover the subtlety of a thing, we place ourselves 
in a situation of searching a meaning which for the moment refuses to present definitively. It is a certain something 
which hasn’t yet finished forming: it is just a sense path which wasn’t completely covered. 
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